From: DIRNSA
To: CUSASA

16 October 1962

1. NSA is establishing an ad hoc planning group to prepare a plan to improve the collection and processing of signals against Cuba. The major areas to be studied include:

A. Scope of signals required by recent developments, both land and naval.

B. The feasibility of a greater degree of centralization of signals, including the concentration of intercept and processing at one or few locations as technically practicable.

C. The establishment of jointly manned facilities (intake and processing) to take advantage of available manpower and physical space.

D.PASS, RQmts, Construction Rqmts,

and other existing data necessary to support the proposal.
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2. The study team will submit their plan by 1 Nov 62.

(Maj. Gen. John J. Davis, USA asked for the SCAs' cooperation)

TS DIRESA Maj. AGO \# 10054/17, DTE 17/5 33Z.